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DAVID ARIVETT

Throughout David's musical career David has focused upon writing, arranging, and performing music in a wide variety of musical flavors. David is comfortable, versatile, and fluent with many styles


of music. Whether it's Brazilian Jazz, Latin/Afro-Cuban Jazz, Swing, Funk, Fusion, Blues, or Gospel, David has written, arranged, recorded, and performed it. David's focus is upon memorable melodies


that are catchy, contagious, and that truly evoke an emotional response from listeners. David's main goal is to create music that inspires others. Over the course of his musical career David has


conducted and performed with Big Bands, Jazz Bands, Choirs, and is a superb vocalist, arranger, and clinician, and educator. Piano and Keyboards are David's main instruments. David operates his own


studio Songs Of David and publishes his own music, recording clients, arranging, and producing. His web site location is: www.songsofdavid.com






Big Band Charts






Loco Hombre Blues

Latin Jazz Big Band arrangement. A playful Cha-Cha chart that's both fun, and just a little bit loco (crazy)!

Price: $24.95

Loco Hombre Blues - Big Band
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Rooster Strut

Fun and funky jazz tune for Big Band. Just picture in your mind a very proud rooster struttin&#39; his stuff at

the hen house and you&#39;ll hear the various horns and riffs that capture the mood!

Price: $24.95

Rooster Strut - Big Band
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Celebration Mambo

Afro-Cuban jazz/funk Big Band chart. It's definitively a mood of celebration and features Tenor Sax. Also has an optional SATB score so you can combine vocals with Big Band!

Price: $24.95

Celebration Mambo - Big Band
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Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring

A Swingin' arrangement of J.S. Bach's "Jesu Joy Of Man's Desiring" Energetic and enjoyable chart with a Bari Sax solo that starts things off. Bach can swing and still be inspiring!

Price: $24.95

Jesu, Joy of Mans Desiring - Big Band
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